Central Wisconsin Conference
Bowler School District
Multi-Sport Participation Information

Bowler School District High School Students are allowed to participate in two co-curricular sports activities
in the same season. Students wishing to participate in two sports during the same season will need
complete a Multi- Sport Participation Contract form from the Athletic Director and comply with the
following guidelines as set forth by the athletic department.
A. A student who wishes to participate in two (2) sports during the same season must designate a
PRIMARY sport and a SECONDARY sport before the first allowed date of practice(s) set by the
WIAA for that season of participation.
B. A PRIMARY sport is defined, as the sport that takes precedence over another sport in the event
of a conflict of the schedule or any other matter that could lead to a conflict. The student must
adhere to the PRIMARY sport in the event of any conflicts of the schedule. If one sport has a
contest and the other has practice, the contest will take precedence.
C. Practice schedules will be arranged between the athlete and the coaches of the two (2) sports.
An athlete will practice with his/her PRIMARY sport on a daily basis. Whenever possible, the
athlete will practice with the SECONDARY sport when a contest in the SECONDARY sport is
scheduled for the following night. Coaches in both sports will work out a practice schedule with
the athlete.
D. A student will be allowed to miss practice in his/her PRIMARY sport to compete in a competition
in his/her SECONDARY sport. However, the PRIMARY sport coach may assign additional work to
make up for missed practice time.
E. An athlete may compete in more than one athletic contest in one (1) day if the schedule permits.
F. All academic eligibility rules outlined in the Bowler School Athletic Code and Training rules will
pertain to multi- sport athletes.
G. In the event a student is disciplined for an athletic code violation, the consequence will apply in
the PRIMARY sport and the student will lose the privilege of multi- sports participation for the
remainder of that season.
H. The Athletic Director and Principal will serve in the capacity of advisors and final judgment on
matters concerning multi- sports participation.

